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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M denote an operator mapping from a linear space R into a linear 
space S and assume that K C R and CC S are given subsets. Under what 
conditions, and for what set B C R is it true that, for all u E B, 
MUE C implies UE K. (l-1) 
For linear operators M, and B = A, results concerning such range-domain 
implications (or output-input implications) have been proved in [4]. Here, 
these results shall be generalized so that further applications are possible. 
If (1.1) holds for all u E B, we will say that M has Property RD on B (with 
respect o the given sets C, K). 
We will derive sufficient conditions for M having Property RD on a convex 
set B C A (Section 3). By considering only elements u in such a subset of R 
we avoid the assumption that K has nonempty interior which had to be 
required in [4]. This assumption is replaced by a weaker condition. For 
example, we consider convex sets K containing a nonsupport point 
(Section 5.2). 
The operator M need not be linear. The nonlinearity, however, is restricted 
by Assumption 3.1 which essentially requires that the image of segments 
in K cannot leave a certain set. This may be considered as a generalization of 
M being concave. If, in particular, C is a cone and M is concave, then 
Assumption 3.1 is satisfied. For more general nonlinear operators, other 
methods can be used which will not be discussed in this paper. 
We also consider statements somewhat different from (1.1) where Mu E C 
implies that either u E K, or otherwise, some special situation occurs which is 
described in Theorem 3.4. Such different statements are used in Section 4. 
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This section contains results on a certain class M of linear operators which 
generalize results for matrices of class M of Fiedler and Pdk [l]. 
In Section 5, convex sets K are considered which are described by a certain 
functional (or a set of functionals). This functional assumes positive values on 
K and finite values on B. In case K and C are cones, a special choice of g 
leads to a result which is closely related to a theorem of H. J. Stoss [5]. 
Stoss has applied his result to differential operators with noncompact domain. 
The notation “interior of K” used above shall be understood algebraically: 
It is the core of K with respect to R, in the terminology of V. Klee [2]. 
The notations used in this paper are explained in Section 2, the general 
assumptions are listed in Section 3.1. These assumptions may be weakened 
as described in Section 6. 
2. NOTATIONS 
When R is a linear space, the closed segment [u : v] is the set of all 
w=(l -~)u+XvwithO<h<l;moreover,(u:~] =[v:u)=[u:zI]N{u}; 
(u : v) = (u : v] -{v}. 
For a subset K of R, the intnior (or core) of K with respect to a convex subset 
B 1 K is defined to be the set Ki of all elements u E K with the following 
property: For each v E B, there exists some w E (U : v] such that [U : w] C K. 
Moreover, Kj = (B - K)4,, and the boundary of K with respect to B is 
a,K = B N (K$ u Ki). The set K is called B-closed if agK C K. In case 
B = R, we will drop the index B and write, for example, aK = a,K. 
A closed set is an R-closed set. (Notice that KU aK need not be closed.) 
The set K is B-closed if and only if K is B-segmentally-closed, that means, 
if for arbitrary u, v E B, the intersection [U : v] n K is closed in the line 
topology. 
If also r is a subset of R and z E R, let 
~(P(~,z):={zLER:(~:z]~~= ia}, Y(r,z) := R - Z(T,z). 
For a convex set K and any p E K the (generalized) support functional 4 
of K with respect top is dejined by 
(2.1) 
where II = {h > 0 : u EP + X(K - p)}. This functional is convex: 
d[(l - A)” + hvl < (1 - wu + +v 
for all u, v E R and X E [0, 11. If K is closed, then +u < 1 if and only if 
u E K. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Let R = Iw2 with elements u = (ui , ~a) and K = 
{u : 241 > 0, 242 3 O}. 
(i) For I3 = {U : ua > 0}, we obtain 
K$ = {u : 241 > 0, u2 > O}, i&K = (24 : 241 = 0, u2 >, 0). 
(ii) When, moreover, I’ - a& and x = (1,01), then 
Yyr, TX) = {u : u1 < 0, u2 2 cq}. 
(iii) The support functional of K with respect to p = (1,0) is 
+u = sup{1 - 241) O} if u2 > 0, c$u=+co if u2 < 0. 
If the elements of a given linear space R are functions U(X) of some variable 
X, (or vectors u = (ui)), the notation u 3 o shall always be understood to 
hold pointwise (componentwise), i.e., U(X) > 0 for all considered points x 
(ui > 0 for all considered indices). Then, R, := (u E R : u >, o}. By a cone 
KCR,wemeanasetKf:~suchthatK+KCKandXKCKforh>,O. 
Such a cone induces an order relation 6. The order interval [u, v] then is the 
set of all w E R such that u < w < v. 
3. ASSUMPTIONS AND BASIC RESULTS 
3.1. General Assumptions 
In all of this paper the following assumptions shall be satisfied provided 
nothing else is said. 
Let R and S denote real vector spaces, and suppose that a closed subset 
KC R, a convex subset C C R, and a subset E C C are given. Assume, 
moreover, that M is an operator mapping R into S which satisfies the following 
assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 3.1. For all u, w E R, 
MZ4EC 
MwEC-E I 
implies M(u : w] C C - E. 
EXAMPLES 3.2. (For operators M and sets C, E such that Assumption 3.1 
is satisfied). 
(i) M is linear and E is an extremal set of C, that means, if a segment 
[U : I’] C C contains an interior point e E E, then [U : V] C E. 
(ii) C is a cone, E is an extremal set of C, and M is concave, i.e., for all 
u, w E R, 
M[(l - X)u + Xw] > (1 - X)Mu + XMw for O<h<l. (3.2) 
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(iii) For a given set 9 of functionals jon S, 
C=(U~S:jU>Oforallj~9~, E={U~C:jU=Oforsomej~~}, 
and all functionals jM (f E 9) are concave. 
When a set B occurs, this shall be a convex subset of R such that KC B. 
If K is a cone, we will write 
2420 for u E K, u>o for u > o and u # o, 
u>o for u E Ki, u+O if ueKi or u = 0. 
If also C is a cone and E is some given extremal set of C, we will use the 
notation 
U>O for UEC, u>o for UECNE. 
3.2. Results on RD-Properties 
The following simple proposition is the basic tool for all of the subsequent 
results. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If, for some set rC R, 
MI-n CCE, 
and if there exists an element 
(3.3) 
ZfZR with MzEC~ E, 
then, for all u E R, 
MUEC implies u E B(r, z) (3.4) 
and 
MUECNE implies u E 6p(r, z) N r. (3.5) 
Proof. Notice first that x $ r because of (3.3). Suppose that Mu E C for 
some u E ,4”(r, x). Then, there exists an element e, E (U : z) n r. Because 
Assumption 3.1 is satisfied we have Mv E C - E which contradicts (3.3). 
This proves (3.4) while (3.5) then follows immediately from (3.3). 
In order to obtain statements of type (1. I), we will in the following choose r 
part of the boundary aK, and x E K. 
If the assumptions of Proposition 3.3 are satisfied with r = aK (and 
z E K), then z E Ki and Y(BK, z) C K so that (1.1) holds for all u E R. 
The corresponding result has been formulated as Theorem 2.1 in [4]. 
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In other cases, for example when Ki = 0, we have to choose p a proper 
subset of K Then, (1.1) cannot be proved for all u E R, but only for elements 
u which belong to certain rays that initiate in z. For example, if K is convex, 
it follows from (3.4) that (1.1) holds for all u E R such that the ray 
either is contained in K, or meets r. 
This describes in a more geometric way a set B of elements u for which (1.1) 
is true. However, we want a description which is easier to apply. Therefore, 
we will now start with some given set B and consider the subset r = 
a,K C X, or even a set p C a,K in order to obtain more general results. 
Let now B denote a convex subset of R such that KC B, and suppose 
moreover, that F is a given subset of a,K. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let the operator M have the following properties: 
I. M(B,KNF)n CCE, 
II. M(K-F)n CQE. 
Then, the following statements hold. 




u E K, 
UEB UEKBi if Mu$E. 
(ii) In case F $; m , 
Mi z E1 implies that either (a) or (j3) holds, 
(4 u E K, 
I UEK;UF if Mu 6 E, 
@)(u:z]nF# @ foreach ZEK-F with M.zgC’w E. 
Moreover, in case (p), if M is linear and MF n C is an extremal set of C, 
[Mu:Mz]CMFnC (3.6) 
for all mentioned elements z. 
Proof. Because of Property II, there exists an element x E K N F with 
MZFC - E. Choose any such element. Then, z $ a,K because of Property I. 
Moreover, let u E B with Mu E C. 
According to Proposition 3.3, we have u E 8(&K N F, z), and, con- 
sequently, either u E Z(a,K, z) (Case l), or (u : z] n F # ,0 (Case 2). 
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In the first case, the element u belongs to KC B since, otherwise, the 
segment [u : z] would intersect a,K in some point v # U. If, in particular, 
Mu ef E, we obtain u E K& u F because of Property I. 
In the second case, there exists an element v # z in (U : z] n F. In this 
case, if M is linear, the image Mv either is an interior point of the segment 
[JZU : Mz], or equals both endpoints IMZJ and Mz. If it is an interior point and 
if MF n C is extremal set of C, then (3.6) holds, since Mv E MF n C. If 
Mv is not an interior point, then [Mu : A4..] = {Mv}, and (3.6) is obvious. 
Remark 3.5. If M has Properties I and II, with a given set F such that 
MF n CC E, then M has Properties I and II with F replaced by O. Con- 
sequently, the implication under (i) holds in this case, too. 
Remark 3.6. The assumption that K is closed (aK C K) can be replaced 
by the assumption a,K C K. 
In case F # @, the above theorem can also be proved in the same way as 
Theorem 2.1 in [4]. Replace the assumption made there that R is a linear 
space, by the assumption that R is a convex subset of another linear space k, 
and write then B and R, instead of R and 8. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. R=B=S=W,K=C=[W+2,F={~:~1>0,~2=0}, 
E = {o}, M denotes the rotation with center o and angle ~16. The assumptions 
of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, every x = (1, tgy) with 0 < y < a/3 has its 
image in C N E. If Mu E C, then either u E K, or u satisfies ur > 0, u2 = u,tg/3 
with -(a/6) < /3 < 0. In the last case, (u : z] n F # o for every z mentioned 
above. MF n C is not an extremal set of C. 
4. OPERATORS OF CLASS M 
Fiedler and Ptak [l] have characterized a class M of finite matrices M by 
the following property of M: 
There exists a vector z 2 o, z # o with Mz 3 o, but this statement is not 
true for any matrix which is obtained from M by omitting at least one column, 
in case M has more than one column. 
We will give an equivalent definition which carries over to other linear 
operators, and generalize some results of Fiedler and PtPk. 
Suppose now that K and C are given pointed cones (and K is closed). 
Define M = M(K, C) to be the class of all linear operators M which map R 
into S and have the following properties: 
I. M(aK--0)) n C = m, 
II. M(K - (o}) n C # m. 
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In other words, for M E M: 
I. u>o 
Mu >, o I 
implies u > 0. 
II. There exists an element z > o with Mz > o. 
Of course, it follows from I that z satisfies x > o, Mz >, o. 
It is not difficult to show, that if R = R”, S = l/P and K = R+m, C = l%+*, 
an operator Ibl is in class M(K, C) if and only if the corresponding matrix 
belongs to the class M described above. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be an operator in M and suppose that x is a fixed 
element satisfying z > o, Mz 3 o. 
Then, the three Properties (l), (2), (3) stated below are equivalent, and the 
three Properties (1’), (2’), (3’) are also equivalent. Moreover, each ME M has 
either all Properties (l), (2), (3), or all Properties (l’), (2’), (3’). 
(1) z> o, Mz > o. 
(2) Mu 3 0 implies 24 3 0. 
(3) Mu = 0 implies u = 0. 
(1’) .z> 0, Mz = 0. 
(2’) Mu >, o implies that Mu = o and u = 01x with some constant a. 
(3’) There exists an element u # o with Mu = o. 
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.4 with B = R, F = (0) and E = a. 
MF n C = (0) is an extremal set of C. Since either (l), or (1’) is true, we 
have only to prove the equivalence statements of the theorem. 
If (1) holds, then (3.6) cannot occur, and therefore, case (ii) (CX) of 
Theorem 3.4 applies, i.e. (2) holds. If (2) holds and u satisfies Mu = o, it 
follows that M(z + Au) = Mz 3 o and, consequently, .a + Au > o for all 
h E (-CD, co). Since K does not contain any line, we have u = o, so that (3) 
holds. Finally, (3) prevents Mz = o, so that (3) implies (1). 
The properties (l’), (3’) are equivalent since the properties (l), (3) are. 
Let (1’) hold and suppose that u E R satisfies Mu > o. Then, M(u + hz) = 
Mu > o for all h E (-co, co). Thus, according to Theorem 3.4, for each A, 
three cases may occur: 
u+xz>o, or u + AZ = 0, 
or o E (u + AZ : z] and M(u + AZ) = Mz = o. 
Since K does not contain any line, the first case cannot occur for all A. If, 
however, the second or third case occurs for some A, then Mu = o, and there 
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exists some 01 with u = WX. This shows that (1’) implies (2’). If (2’) holds, 
then obviously, (1) cannot be true and therefore, (1’) holds. 
If M has the Properties (l), (2), (3) of Theorem 4.1, then M is one-to-one, 
and therefore Properties I and II stated above are equivalent to 
U>O 
Mu > o 
implies u > o, and there exists x 2 o with Mx > o. 
That these properties imply the Properties (l), (2), (3) has, for example, 
already been stated in [3]. 
The above proof could be simplified by more strongly using the linearity 
of M. But we have now also proved the following corollary, (see also Section 6). 
COROLLARY 4.2. The statements of Theorem 4.1 remain true for any 
nonlinear operator M : R -+ S which has the above Properties I, II and satisjies 
M(Au + /LZ) = hMu + /LMZ (4.1) 
for all A, p E (-co, NJ), all u E R and the considered fixed element z. 
For example, this corollary might be applied to an operator which contains 
a functional like lim inf3c+m u(x)/z(x). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let S = C,[O, 11, C = S+ , 
R = (u E C,[O, l] : u(O) = u(l) = 0}, 
K = R, , and 
Mu = -p2u” + plu’ + p,u 
with given p, such that pi , pl’, and p, are continuous and ps(x) > 0 on [0, 11. 
Then, for u E R, 
u>o ifandonlyif u(x)>0 (O<x<l), u’(0) > 0, and u’(1) < 0. 
The above operator M belongs to class M if and only if there exists a function 
x E R such that x(x) > 0, (Mz)(x) > 0, and x(x) f 0 on [0, I]. 
We have to prove that M has Property I. An element u E R belongs to aK 
if and only if u(x) > 0 (0 < x < l), and 
u(f) = 0 for some E E (0, l), or u’(0) = 0, or u’(1) = 0, (4.2) 
or several of these relations hold. Suppose that u E aK, Mu E C, u(x) + 0 
and u(f) = 0 for some fixed 6 E (0, l), and define 
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with given 01, /3. By partial integration, 
with the formally adjoint operator 1M*. Since (M*g)(x) < 0 (0 < x < l), 
for large enough 01, /3, and u > o, the right side of the last equation is <O 
for such 01, /I, while the left side is 20. Thus, the first case in (4.2) cannot 
occur. That the second and third case cannot occur either is shown similarly 
by using, respectively, g = g, = ea(1-2) - 1, and g = g, = ems - 1. This 
proves that M has Property I. 
A special example is the operator 
Mu = --u” + p,(x)u. 
It belongs to class M for p,,(x) > --n2 (0 < x < l), since z = sin XX satisfies 
then (Mz)(x) > 0 (0 < x < 1). Ifp,(x) 3 --r2 andp,(x) + -v2 (0 < x < l), 
M has the Properties (l), (2), (3) of Theorem 4.1, in case ps(x) 3 --r2 
it has the Properties (1 ‘), (2’), (3’). 
5. CONVEX SETS K 
We will now consider some applications of Theorem 3.4 which are distin- 
guished by the way the sets K and B are described. 
5.1. Describing K by One Functional 
Let again the general assumptions of Section 3.1 be satisfied. Suppose, 
moreover, that there exists a functional g which maps R into {R, --co} 
such that 
U+GK if and only if gu >, 0, (5.1) 
and let g be concave: 
g[(l - h)u + w 3 (1 - qgu + @J 
for all u, v E R and h E [0, 11. This implies that K is convex. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that the operator M has the following two properties: 
I. MvEC) 
gv =oj 
implies Mv E E. 
II. There exists an element 
ZGK with MX E C N E. (5.2) 
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Then, for all u E R, 
MUEC 
gu finite I 
implies u E K. 
Proof. Let B denote the set of all u E R such that gu is finite, and F = o . 
The set B is convex since g is concave. We will prove that l&K is the set of 
all w E R such that gw = 0. Then, this theorem follows from Theorem 3.4. 
Since &KC K, it is equivalent to show, that Ki is the set of all u E R with 
gu > 0. 
Because of (5.1) and Property I, the element x satisfies gz > 0. If u E Ki, 
then [u - h(z - U) : z] C K for small enough h > 0, and therefore, 
On the other hand, if gu > 0 for some u E R, then for arbitrary w E B, there 
exists some h E (0, l] such that 
g(( 1 - A)U + Xw) > (1 - A) gu + hgw > 0. 
Consequently, u E KBi. 
Remark 5.2. The assumption that K is closed can be replaced by the 
following continuity condition on g: If g[( 1 - h)u + hw] 2 0 for 0 < h < 1 
and some elements u, w E B, then the above inequality holds also for h = 0. 
This property of g implies that K is B-closed which is sufficient according 
to Remark 3.5. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let K be a (closed) cone, p # o any fixed element in K, 
A = {A E [w : u > A$}, and 
I sup A .P= --co if A# 0, otherwise. (5.4) 
In this case, and if also C is a cone, Theorem 5.1 yields a result which is 
related to a theorem of H. J. Stoss [5]. If M is linear, an equivalence of 
Stoss’ result is obtained when (5.2) is replaced by “z < ap for some LY > 0, 
Mz > 0,” and “gu finite” in (5.3) is replaced by “u + yz >, o for some 
y > 0.” Stoss considers also nonlinear operators. 
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EXAMPLE 5.4. Suppose that K is convex. If p is any fixed point in K 
and $ the (generalized) support functional of K with respect to p, then g 
defined by 
has all properties required at the beginning of this section. In particular, 
if K is a cone, then this functional g can be described by (5.4) with A = 
(A < 1 : U > Ap}. 
5.2. Sets K Containing a Nonsupport Point 
Let a set G’? of concave functionals h : R ---f {R, --co} be given such that 
UGK if and only if hu > 0 for all h E 2, (5.6) 
and suppose that p E K satisfies 
hp > 0 for all h E &‘. (5.7) 
Then the functional g defined by 
gu=inf k:hfZ 
1 hP 1 
(5.8) 
has all properties required above so that Theorem 5.1 can be applied to this 
functional. 
If all functionals h E G?? are affine, i.e., hu = lu + 01 with some linear 
functional 1 and some a E R, then an element p satisfying (5.7) is usually 
called a mmsupport point of K with respect o %. 
If, for each u with gu > --co, the infimum in (5.8) is assumed, i.e., 
hu 
P = hp for some h = h(u) E X, (5.9) 
then we can reformulate Property I as follows, 
I. MVGC 
hv > 0 for all h E 2 implies Mv E E, 
hv=O forsome hg% 
and statement (5.3) assumes the form, 
MUEC 
hu fkite for all h E 2 I 
implies u E K. 
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EXAMPLE 5.5. Let R = S = la and 
Mu = Au - Q[u, u], 
with a linear operator A : 1, -+ 1, and a bilinear operator Q : la x la + 1, . 
Let, moreover, K = C = (I,), , and p denote a vector in 1, with pi > 0 
(i = 1, 2,...). 
In the following, we will use the same symbol for a linear operator mapping 
1, into 1, and the corresponding matrix. Any occurring matrix shall represent 
such a linear operator. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Suppose that there exist matrices L, D, G with the 
following properties: 
LA=D-G, 
D is diagonal with diagonal element di > 0 (i = 1, 2,...), 
L > 0, G > 0, 
LQb, 4 2 0 for all u E 1, . 
Moreover, let there exist an element z E 1, such that 




u 3 -YP for some y E Iw 
Mu > o I 
implies u > 0. 
Proof. If Mu > o, then LMu > o. Therefore it suffices to prove the 
statement with M replaced by LM. In other words, we will only consider the 
case L = I. 
Let 2 be the set of all point functionals hi (i = 1,2,...) defined by 
hiu = ui . By definition of K, (5.1) holds. The cone K has empty interior, 
but p is a nonsupport point of K with respect to 8. Define a functional g 
by (54, i.e., 
gu = inf F : i = 1,2,... . 
! z 1 
Moreover, let E denote the set of all U E C with 
This is an extremal set of C. The condition (5.10) yields concavity of M so 
that M satisfies Assumption 3.1 (see Example 3.2 (ii)). 
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We derive from, 
O<i:fy<infs incase Mv>o, v),o, 
1 z i Pi 
that M has Property I of Theorem 5.1. Moreover, (5.11) implies (5.2). This 
proves the proposition. 
If we enlarge 2 by the functional lim inf,,, u,/p, , then we obtain a new 
set # such that (5.9) holds. 
6. WEAKER ASSUMPTIONS, STAR-SHAPED DOMAINS 
Some assumptions may be weakened. The theorems proved in this paper 
so far require two conditions I and II where condition I is formulated 
independently from II. Condition II requires the existence of an element z 
with certain properties. This element may be used in formulating the 
remaining conditions in order to get weaker assumptions. We make here 
only some corresponding remarks. 
Many required properties involving a pair u, w of arbitrary elements in R 
need only be required for u, z with arbitrary u E R and the considered fixed 
element z E R. 
For example, the condition on K to be closed may be replaced by the 
condition that each line through z has a closed intersection with K. One then 
can also consider a corresponding weaker type of “boundary” i3K. 
Moreover, Assumption 3.1 need only be required for w, replaced by the 
fixed element z. In particular, the condition on M to be linear, in Example 3.1 
(i), can be replaced by the condition that 
M(( 1 - X)u + XX) = (1 - h)Mu + hMx 
for all X E [O, 11, all u E R, and the fixed element z. Notice, for example, that 
the expression lim inf,,, u(x)/z(x) possesses this type of “linearity.” 
Instead of considering convex sets K as in Section 5, we can consider sets K 
such that u E K implies that [U : x] E K, i.e., star-shaped domains. In partic- 
ular, one may choose g as in (5.5) with p = x and 4 defined as in (2.1). 
We will not discuss all these possibilities in detail, but rather give an 
example where one of these possibilities is used. 
6.1. EXAMPLE in Z2. Let R = S = la , and 
Mu = (D - G)u - Q[zi, u] 
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with linear operators (matrices) D : la -+ 1s and G : 1s + Ia , and a bilinear 
operator Q : 1s x Is -+ 1s . Suppose that D is diagonal with diagonal elements 
di > 0 and Q satisfies a condition 
for all II E R, where ( , ) is the inner product in 1s , and a 2 o, b > o are given 
vectors in Is . Let, moreover, 4, $, @, Y, p, q denote given vectors which are 
positive (20) and fo, and define B = sup{+, $}. If G has elements gi, , 
then the matrix G+ has elements max(gik , 0) and G- = G+ - G. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If there exists a constant a! > 0 such that 
@ - a(& 6) 2 01Dp, ?I’ - b(t9, 6’) > o1Dq, 
and if 
0 < D+ - G+q5 - G-# - u(i9, e), 
!P < D# - G+# - G-4 - b(t’, e), 





for some y’ > 0, -CD < Mu < Y 
imply that 
Proof. We will derive this proposition from Theorem 5.1. Define 
K = [-A $4, c = L-Q, u7, 
and g by (5.4) with 
A = {A E R : u E [-+ + hp, # - hq]} 
and let E be the set of all U E C such that 
sup{/9 E R : U E [-@ + ,k?Dp, !P - /3Dq]} = 0. 
The functional g possesses all properties required for Theorem 5.1. 
The element z = o E K has its image Mz = o in C N E, because of (6.1), 
and thus, z satisfies (5.2). 
M satisfies Assumption 3.1 with w replaced by z = o, because, if Mu E C 
and z, = (1 - h)u with some X E (0, 11, then 
Mv + @ = (1 - A) Mu - A( 1 - A) Q[u, u] > A[@ - u(0, e)] > AorDp, 
and similarly, Y - Mv 2 XorDq so that Mv E C N E. 
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It remains to be shown that M has Property I of Theorem 5.1. Let Mv E C 
and gv = 0. Then, at least one of the following relations holds: 
Suppose, the first is true. Then, it follows from the assumptions of 
theorem that, for all i = 1, 2 ,..., 
this 
o<Wv+@)i vi + A + L--D+ - Gv - B(v, 4 + @Ii 
diPi = ___ Pi dipi 
SO that infi (Mv + @)JdiPi = 0 and, therefore Mv E E. The second case in 
(6.3) is treated similarly. 
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